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                                   SALES AND DISTRIBUTIONS 

 

The sales procedure is concerned with securing relevant   an applicant. This 

information is secured in a number of steps or stages. The objective of 

selection process is to determine whether an applicant meets the 

qualification for a specific job and to choose the applicant who is most 

likely to perform well in that job. Selection is a long process, commencing 

from the preliminary interview ofthe applicants and ending with the contract 

of employment (sometimes). 

The selection procedure consists of a series of steps. Each step must be 

successfully cleared before the applicant proceeds to the next. The selection 

process is a series of successive hurdles or barrierswhich an applicant must 

cross. These hurdles are designed to eliminate an unqualified candidate at any 

point in the selection process. Thus, this technique is called “Successive 

Hurdles Technique”. In practice, the process differs among organisations and 

between two different jobs within the same organisation. Selection procedure 
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for the senior managers will be long drawn and rigorous, but it is simple and 

short while hiring lower level employees. 

The major factors which determine the steps involved in a selection 

process are as follows: 

 Selection process depends on the number of candidates that are available 

for selection. 

 Selection process depends on the sources of recruitment and the 

method that is adopted for making contact with the prospective 

candidates. 

 Various steps involved in as selection process depend on the type of 

personnel to be selected. 

All the above factors are not mutually exclusive, rather these operate 

simultaneously. In any case, the basic objective of a selection process is to 

collect as much relevant information about the candidates as is possible so 

that the most suitable candidates are selected. Acomprehensive selection 

process involves the various steps as shown in Figure 5.1. 
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Eliminate those not 

meeting job and 

organisational 

requirements 

 

 

 

Eliminate those with adverse remarks 
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Figure 5.1 Steps in Selection Process 
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1. Application Pool: Application pool built-up through recruitment process 

is the base for selection process. The basic objective at the recruitment level 

is to attract as much worthwhile applications as possible so that there are 

more options available at the selection stage. 

2. Preliminary Screening and Interview: It is highly noneconomic to 

administer and handle all the applicants. It is advantageous to sort out 

unsuitable applicants before using the further selectionsteps. For this purpose, 

usually, preliminaryinterviews, application blank lists and short test can be used. 

All applications received are scrutinised by the personnel department in order 

to eliminate those applicants who do not fulfil required qualifications or work 

experience or technical skill, his application will not be entertained. Such 

candidate will be informed of his rejection. 

Preliminary interview is a sorting process in which the prospective 

candidates are given the necessary information about the nature of the job and 

the organisation. Necessary information is obtained fromthe candidates about 

their education, skills, experience, expected salary etc. If the candidate is 

found suitable, he is elected for further screening. This courtesy interview; as 

it is often called helps the department screen out obvious misfits. Preliminary 

interview saves time and efforts of both the company and the candidate. It 

avoids unnecessary waiting for the rejected candidates and waste of money 

on further processing of an unsuitable candidate. Since rejection rate is high at 

preliminary interview, the interviewer should be kind, courteous, receptive 

and informal. 

3. Application Blank orApplication Form: An application blank is a 

traditional widely accepted device for getting information from a prospective 

applicant which will enable the management to make a proper selection. The 

blank provides preliminary information as well as aid in the interview by 

indicatingareas of interest and discussion. It is a good means of quickly 

collecting verifiable (and therefore fairly accurate) basic historical data from 

the candidate. It also serves as a convenient device for circulating information 

about the applicant to appropriate members of management and as a useful 
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device for storing information for, later reference. Many types of application 

forms, sometimes very long and comprehensive and sometimes brief, are 

used. Information is generally taken on the following items: 

(a) Biographical Data: Name, father’s name, data and place of birth, 

age, sex, nationality, height, weight, identification marks, physical 

disability, if any, marital status, and number of dependants. 

(b) Educational Attainment: Education (subjects offered and grades 

secured), training acquired in special fields and knowledge gained 

from professional/technical institutes or through correspondence 

courses. 

(c) Work Experience: Previous experience, the number of jobs held 

with the same or other employers, including the nature ofduties, and 

responsibilities and the duration ofvarious assignments, salary received, 

grades, and reasons for leaving the present employer. 

(d) Salary and Benefits: Present and expected. 

(e) Other Items: Names and addresses of previous employers, 

references, etc. An application blank is a brief history sheet of an 

employee’s background and can be used for future reference, in case 

needed. 

The application blank must be designed from the viewpoint of the applicant as 

well as with the company’s purpose in mind. It should be relatively easy to 

handle in the employment office. Application form helps to serve many 

functions like: 
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 Its main usefulness is to provide information for reference 

checking, good interviewing, and correlation with testing 

data. 

 It helps to weed out candidates who are lacking in education, 

experience or some other eligibility traits. 

 It helps in formulating questions to be asked in the interview. 

 Data contained in application form can be stored for future 

reference. 

 It also tests the candidate’s ability to write, to organize his 

thoughts, and to present facts clearly and succinctly. 

 It indicates further whether the applicant has consistently 

progressed to better jobs. It provides factual information. 
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